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Bi O S2 (a) EDX map performed on an as-prepared hybrid micropillar. The map shows a uniform distribution of the different elements present in the hybrid micropillar. Scale bar 2 µm, (b) EDX map performed on two UV-light exposed hybrid micropillars. In comparison to the EDX map presented for the as-prepared hybrid structure in (a), a higher intensity is observed for oxygen signal while Bi map shows a slightly lower intensity, (c) EDX map performed on a few UV-light exposed hybrid micropillars showing uniform distribution of elements for all the structures, (d) UV-vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy performed on as-prepared and UV-light exposed samples show a clear visible light spectrum activation when Bi/BiOCl was converted to Bi 2 O 3 /BiOCl after exposure to UV-light. Scale bars: 2 m, 2 m and 3 m. The collected pieces were suspended in ethanol and subjected to ultrasonication in order to break them in smaller pieces. A couple of drops of the resulting suspension were subsequently dropwise added to carbon-coated Cu TEM grids. In spite of the sonication step, the fragments were still rather thick so imaging had to be performed at the edge. 
Videos demonstrating magnetic manipulation
Video S1: A hybrid micropillar showing a surface walker motion at 2 Hz at 2x.
Video S2: A hybrid microhelix showing a corkscrew motion at 2 Hz.
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